What is Elemental Space Clearing®?

Elemental Space Clearing® is the art of clearing energy and blessing spaces. The process used
incorporates Native American cultural traditions, traditions of other native cultures across the
globe, and may include elements of traditional religions, based on your belief system and
needs. Through the use of various techniques and methods, space clearing removes blockages
and releases negative patterns and/or limitations related to your home, but which can, in turn,
bring about benefits in other parts of your life. Dissolving negative energy helps to release what
you no longer want in your life and activates energy that can draw to you what you desire to
manifest.
As a practitioner, I conduct a client interview, come to your home/business/office/place of work
ahead of time (if possible), and ask that you hand draw a floor plan (one page per floor) prior to
the clearing date. (Hand drawings are essential if I’m doing a “virtual” space clearing!) I can also
clear individuals - for example, if you’re stuck in your career, feel overwhelmed by negative
situations or emotion, or are under severe stress. In these cases, I would base my clearing on a
discussion with you to determine which blockages or negative energies you wish to lift or dispel
from your life. On the day of the clearing (if a virtual clearing), I will contact you to let you know
the ceremony has been completed and any necessary next steps.
A home that has been cleared and blessed is a home where it is safe to be yourself - a place to
embrace your joy and experience peace and tranquility.
Examples of results from Elemental Space Clearing® include: selling a cleared house within 24
hours of the ceremony, a person that was cleared being offered a new job within a few weeks of
having been cleared, and returning the feel of a home to the safe sanctuary that it should be
from one that had begun to feel dull or stagnant. I have also had cases where unwanted
paranormal activity or negative energy from a previous owner stopped or was removed by
space clearing. While I cannot always guarantee that an earthbound spirit will leave a location, I
have had success to date moving them on.

Preparing for a Clearing
Although I might just clear one or two floors, drawing every room is helpful to decide where to
begin. It is also really important to clean your home prior to my visit to dispel or activate energy
– it also shows respect for the time I am spending to help you clear some energy. I am not here
to judge you or the state of your home – I just want to help as best as I can. If I am able to come
ahead of time, I like to take a tour of the part of the home I will be clearing. One of the other
helpful things you can do is to clutter clear – chose one area or part of your office or home that
you’ve been meaning to re-organize with this simple philosophy: if you love it, keep it and if it no
longer serves you, throw it out or donate it. If needed, I can help you decide where to start.

After the Clearing
Be prepared to have a salt bath or shower (including washing your hair) within 6 hours of the
clearing! This includes all residents of the home. While bathing, visualize any remaining
negative energy or emotions being washed away down the drain. This may sound odd, but this
reinforces the clearing and symbolizes the fresh start you need...and, to be fair, I have to do the
same!
Maintain any decluttering you have done and if clearing spirits/entities, take precautions so as
not to invite them back into your home. In these cases, I will give specific actions you’ll need to
take after the clearing ceremony is completed.

